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Abstract 

 

Modern civil engineering structures, instrumented with Internet-of-Things-enabled smart sensors and 

actuators, are considered cyber-physical systems that integrate physical processes with computational 

and communication elements. This short communication aims to portray a milestone in the field of mon-

itoring and inspection of civil infrastructure, collaboratively conducted by autonomous, robotic devices 

orchestrated in robotic fleets. It is expected that robot-based civil infrastructure assessment will revo-

lutionize structural maintenance of the deteriorating building stock, which is increasingly exacerbated 

by the effects of climate change and develops into a major societal challenge. 

 

Introduction 

 

Deteriorating and damaged civil infrastructure poses significant hazards to public safety and represents 

a major economic challenge of modern societies. Stress exerted on civil infrastructure under operational 

conditions, over extended periods of time, contributes to aging-induced structural degradation, which is 

an issue that is frequently overlooked when developing smart city concepts. The degradation of infra-

structure is further exacerbated by population growth and urban overcrowding, surpassing the original 

design capacities of civil infrastructure, as well as by exposure to adverse weather phenomena, as a 

result of the effects of climate change, such as floods, storms, and heatwaves (1). 

 

In light of potential hazards posed to public safety, the issue of deteriorating civil infrastructure has been 

raising increasing public concern, with attempts to mitigate its adverse effects being underway, usually 

in the context of predictive maintenance (2). In addition to public safety, modern societies seek to ensure 

the uninterrupted operation of civil infrastructure for economic purposes. For example, if structural 

damage is not promptly addressed by appropriate repair and rehabilitation measures, direct costs (repair) 

as well as indirect costs (loss of operability) may increase exponentially, thus highlighting the im-

portance and urgency of appropriate monitoring strategies.  
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State-of-the-art monitoring strategies frequently make use of structural response data, collected by sen-

sor networks (3). Nonetheless, requirements for sensors, cabling, data acquisition units and permanent 

installations thereof, are likely to conflict with budgetary and aesthetic constraints of civil infrastructure, 

hence rendering current monitoring strategies impractical for widespread application across large parts 

of the building stock. 

 

Alternative monitoring strategies foster wireless technologies, mainly seeking to promote cost-effective, 

flexible sensor networks consisting of wireless sensor nodes, which are equipped with embedded models 

and algorithms for automated, decentralized on-site data analysis (4). While the elimination of cabling 

indeed results in significant cost reduction, as well as in enhanced network scalability, wireless sensor 

networks have yet to gain the wide trust of practitioners. Hindering factors against employing wireless 

technologies are the limited reliability of wireless communication and the finite power autonomy; both 

these factors being of utmost importance for permanent installations and continuous monitoring (5). As 

a result, innovative approaches that transcend conventional practices are required to enable monitoring 

of large parts of the building stock and, thus, address the societal challenge of deteriorating civil infra-

structure (6). 

 

Autonomous civil infrastructure assessment through robotic fleets 

 

In recent years, autonomous robotic monitoring strategies have been proposed, following the advances 

in robotics, smart cities, and cyber-physical systems research (7, 8). The idea behind autonomous robotic 

monitoring is to employ robots, equipped with sensors, that are able to scan large areas of civil infra-

structure and that act as mobile, IoT-enabled cyber-physical systems (9). The monitoring processes may 

be conducted on board the processors of the robots, using embedded algorithms for wirelessly com-

municating and for analyzing structural response data. In essence, autonomous robotic monitoring sys-

tems constitute “refined” versions of wireless sensor networks, substituting stationary sensor nodes by 

robotic fleets. At a first glance, the direct analogy between autonomous robotic monitoring and conven-

tional wireless sensor networks arguably renders the autonomous robotic monitoring solution onerous, 

considering the unit price of robotic devices. Budgetary requirements, however, may be offset by the 

benefits of autonomous robotic monitoring systems, which are summarized below: 

 

 Autonomous robotic monitoring systems are reusable, without requiring any installation/unin-

stallation efforts, and can, thus, be used to conduct monitoring across large parts of the building 

stock (10). 

 The ability of robots to scan large areas on civil infrastructure results in rich information on the 

structural condition, as opposed to the relatively few points measured by stationary sensor nodes 

(11). 
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 The flexibility of robotic devices to autonomously navigate across civil infrastructure allows 

reducing the robotic fleet of an autonomous robotic monitoring system to a minimum (12). 

 

An important aspect for ensuring efficiency in robotic monitoring is the agility of the robotic devices. 

In this context, the focus of the discussion herein deviates from early practices on autonomous robotic 

monitoring of civil infrastructure, which are based on wheeled robots, and is shifted towards legged 

robots. Owing to the enhanced locomotion capabilities, legged robots are capable of autonomously trav-

ersing surfaces with impediments, which are frequently encountered in civil infrastructure. As such, 

autonomous robotic monitoring systems based on legged robots are capable of navigating large civil 

engineering structures. 

 

In this context, we are proposing a methodology to advance civil infrastructure assessment through 

monitoring conducted by fleets of collaborating, legged robots, validated in detail in (13). As shown in 

Figure 1, first, the monitoring tasks are allocated to the legged robots involved in monitoring. For coor-

dination, cooperation, and collaboration, the robots communicate and navigate to the measurement lo-

cations using lidar-based simultaneous localization and mapping. Next, the robots synchronize their 

internal clocks using the “precision time protocol”, defined by the IEEE 1588-2008 standard (14); syn-

chronization is verified also at the post-sampling stage based on the slope of the cross-spectral density 

phase angle (15). Then, the robots switch to the “measuring posture” to start recording data relevant to 

monitoring-based civil infrastructure assessment, such as images, acceleration measurements, and laser 

scans. Once data acquisition is complete, the robots analyze the data using embedded software. Fre-

quently, data analysis when monitoring civil infrastructure entails detecting damage, either on a local 

level (such as identifying cracks in concrete through visual analysis based on images) or on a global 

level, e.g. by investigating the structural dynamic behavior via modal analysis, based on acceleration 

data recorded under operational conditions (16, 17). As for the latter, a minimum of two legged robots 

would be necessary, since estimating the structural dynamic behavior requires synchronized structural 

response data from at least two locations. Last, but not least, and particularly relevant to monitoring 

during the construction process of civil infrastructure, geometric analyses are conducted using laser 

scans. In either way, applying artificial intelligence techniques for data analysis is generally state of the 

art. Finally, through Internet-of-Things technologies, the analysis results, i.e. the information extracted 

from the data, is transferred to a centralized server that hosts a digital twin of the structure to be assessed, 

which typically consists of finite element models and building information models (18). The models are 

updated with the newly extracted information and used for decision support with respect to civil infra-

structure assessment.  
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Figure 1. Civil infrastructure assessment using autonomous robotic monitoring systems. 

 

For validating the proposed concept in field tests, a prototype autonomous robotic monitoring system is 

implemented, consisting of a fleet of legged robots. The hardware is centered on the robot model A1 of 

Unitree Robotics (19), and it is supplemented by further sensing components required for civil infra-

structure assessment. Specifically, an inertial measurement unit, type LORD MicroStrain 3DM-GX5-

AHRS (20), is attached to the robots for recording acceleration response data, using a built-in accel-

erometer that is capable of recording data at a maximum sampling rate of 1 kHz, within a range of ± 8 

g, and with a resolution of 0.02 mg. In addition, a light-weight Lidar sensor, type Velodyne Lidar Puck 

LITE (21), is attached to the robots for simultaneous localization and mapping based on laser-scanned 

point clouds. The Lidar sensor has a range of 100 m and generates approximately 300,000 points/second 

from a 360° horizontal field of view. In the prototype system, wireless communication is accomplished 

within a local 5G WiFi network, which is also used to transfer the data to a server-side digital twin, 

implemented in terms of a building information model in compliance with the Industry Foundation 

Classes standard (22). In the field tests, conducted at a number of bridges in Germany, the autonomous 

robotic monitoring system has proven capable of scanning large areas on the bridge decks, while effec-

tively navigating and localizing itself on measurement locations. Also, the autonomous robotic 
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monitoring system has proven capable of yielding reliable information relevant to assessing civil infra-

structure with accuracy comparable to a wireless sensor networks, comprising state-of-the-art stationary 

wireless sensor nodes. In particular, the autonomous robotic monitoring system has been tasked to pro-

gressively navigate measurement locations on the bridge deck, and collect structural response data in 

pairs with overlapping locations. Subsequently, the analysis of the structural response data has enabled 

identifying eigenfrequencies and estimating vibration mode shapes, by synthesizing the results from 

every pair of measurements. 

 

Summary and conclusions 

 

In summary, autonomous robotic monitoring shows the potential to address the challenges in monitoring 

of civil infrastructure. Deploying robotic fleets in lieu of stationary wireless sensor nodes may result in 

efficient, non-invasive monitoring that yields rich information on the structural condition. Furthermore, 

the transportability of the robotic monitoring system enables reusing the system across large parts of the 

building stock. The proposed methodology represents a first step in adopting legged robots for monitor-

ing civil infrastructure. Questions including the autonomous navigation of legged robots, as well as the 

ability of the robots to reach hardly accessible locations, are still open. Furthermore, in light of digital 

cities and ageing infrastructure, it seems promising to couple land-based, water-based, and aerial robots, 

to achieve a broader picture of the infrastructure to be assessed. Such coupling requires a joint under-

standing of the robotic fleets regarding the communication and the models (or the digital twins) to be 

updated. Nevertheless, in the future, the ubiquity of robotic devices is expected to further expedite the 

transition of the proposed methodology to practice, effectively addressing the escalating challenges 

posed by deteriorating and damaged civil infrastructure, thus mitigating the hazards posed to public 

safety and economy.  
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